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We shall consider an arbitrary function/that maps the real line R into itself. Such a function is said to be symmetrically continuous at x E R if f(x + h)-f(x -h) ^0 as/1-0.
The set of all points where/is symmetrically continuous is denoted by fri?, and the set of all points where/is discontinuous is denoted by ''?. (Recall that ¿Ï1 is of type Fa; on the other hand, ?l? need not be measurable and need not possess the Baire property-examples are given below.) The object of this investigation is the set %(2 n °D. Interest in this set apparently dates back to 1935 when F. Hausdorff [3] asked whether 'Î could be uncountable when %Q = R; an affirmative answer to this question was given in 1971 by D. Preiss [4] . Hausdorff also asked whether an arbitrarily prescribed Fa-szt could equal "D when $>Q = R. In response to this question, H. Fried [2] proved the following result.
Theorem F. //Sß is residual, then ÙD is of first category.
The analogue for / restricted to an interval is clearly valid; and because "D has the Baire property and any residual subset of an open interval has the Baire property, this theorem has the following equivalent formulations.
Theorem F*. §>G n ÜD is residual on no open interval; or, equivalently. Sß D UD contains no set of second category that has the Baire property.
In the following sense, Theorem F* is the "best" statement that can be made concerning the category of SC n ÙD. P. Erdös [1] has shown that the continuum hypothesis implies the existence of an additive subgroup G of R that is of measure 0 and of second category on every open interval. Thus, if / is the characteristic function of G, then GcSß and ^ = R; that is, SC D fy is of second category on every open interval.
Erdös also proved that the continuum hypothesis implies the existence of a subgroup G of R that is of first category and has full exterior measure on each open To begin the proof, we introduce an auxiliary function of two variables and prove two key lemmas concerning it. For each x E R and each £ > 0 we define 8(x; e) to be the supremum of all numbers 8 > 0 for which \f(x + h) -f(x -h)\<E whenever | h | < 5. Inequality (1) is certainly satisfied if 5(0; e) > h. Suppose 5(0; e) *£ h. Because d(E) is dense on (0, f ), there exist two points x, y E E such that x < y that (2) 0<h-2(y-x)<8(0;e).
Let hv be the reflection of h in y, and let A be the reflection of hy in x. Since t <| 7|< 5/2, it readily follows that ii/' j \h -y\<\I\ +t<5 and | hy -x\<\I\ +t < 8. This together with (3) and (4) and the triangle inequality gives (1), and the proof is complete. and by Lemma 2 the oscillation of / on J does not exceed 10e which is less than 10f/l 1. This contradicts p E fy, and the theorem is proved.
